Journey to AWS

Migrate and manage your workloads in AWS!
Challenge
▪ Do you have servers set up in your ofﬁce?

▪ Not sure how you can migrate to cloud and maintain

▪ Is physical access to the servers restricted?

servers in cloud?

▪ Is security and backups becoming cumbersome?

▪ Worried about the cost?

▪ Is the core technical team stuck with maintenance tasks

▪ Cannot ﬁnd the skilled resources to manage your cloud

and not able to focus on strategic initiatives?

inf rastructure?

▪ How to setup proactive maintenance?

▪ How to secure your public cloud?

It can be stressful to migrate to the cloud but not anymore with our highly skilled AWS team.

Let our team of AWS certiﬁed engineers help you out
Our AWS certiﬁed engineers can help you migrate and manage your inf rastructure on AWS. Providing a secure and
compliant system, on-going cost optimization, and day-to-day inf rastructure management. By implementing best
practices to maintain your inf rastructure, our team helps reduce your operational overhead and risk. We automate
common activities, such as monitoring, patch management, security, and backup services, and provides full-lifecycle
services to provision, run, and support your inf rastructure. Our team unburdens you f rom inf rastructure operations so
you can direct resources toward differentiating your business.
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Implementation (One Time)

$ 2,500

$ 7,500

$ 15,000

AWS Subscription (Estimated)1

$ 1,200

$ 3,000

$ 6,000

N/A

$ 12,000

$ 18,000

$ 1,200

$ 15,000

$ 24,000

Inf rastructure migration
Inf rastructure monitoring
Patch management
Backups
Disaster Recovery
Security review
Cost management & Optimization
AWS application integration
services management
AWS compute management
AWS Database management
AWS IoT management
AWS storage management

Annual Service Management
Yearly subscription2

Contact Us

1 – Prices of exact conﬁguration will determine during the discovery
2 – Yearly subscription charges can change based on the workload and user consumption changes during the year
Albuquerque | Rockville | Irvine | Portland | Honolulu | Toronto | Singapore
Dubai | Abu Dhabi | Trivandrum | Bengaluru | Mumbai | Delhi | Calicut | Lahore

@SperidianTechnologies
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@Speridian-Technologies

awssales@speridian.com
www.speridian.com

